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APPLICATIONS OF SOFT g# SEMI CLOSED SETS

IN SOFT TOPOLOGICAL SPACES

T. RAJENDRAKUMAR∗, M.S. SAGAYA ROSELIN

Abstract. In this research work, we introduce and investigate four inno-
vative types of soft spaces, pushing the boundaries of traditional spatial

concepts. These new types of soft spaces are named as soft Tb space, soft

T#
b space, soft T##

b space and softαT
#
b space. Through rigorous analysis

and experimentation, we uncover and propose distinct characteristics that

define and differentiate these spaces. In this research work, we have estab-

lished that every soft T 1
2
space is a soft αT

#
b space, every soft Tb space is

a soft αT
#
b space, every soft T#

b space is a soft αT
#
b space, every soft Tb

space is a soft T#
b space, every soft T#

b space is a soft T##
b space, every

soft T 1
2

space is a soft #Tb space and every soft Tb space is a soft #Tb

space.
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space, soft Tb space, soft# Tb space, soft T#
b space, soft T##

b space and

soft αT#
b space.

1. Introduction

In the study of topological spaces, Devi et al. [1] introduced a new space called

αTb space in 1998. This new space mainly focuses on the ideas of “generalised-
closed maps” and “α-generalised closed maps”. These ideas are most likely
extensions or variants of standard closed mappings in the setting of a topological
space. Closed maps are important in general topology because they help to
retain certain aspects of the topological space investigated [2, 3, 4, 5, 6]. The
invention of the notion of soft sets by the Russian mathematician Molodtsov in
1999 marked a significant milestone in the field of mathematics [7]. This novel
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notion deviated from standard set theory by proposing a new concept known as
soft sets to solve decision-making challenges.

In 2002, the concept of g# semi-closed sets in the study of topological spaces
introduced by Veerakumar [8]. He made an important contribution by inventing
the idea of g#-semi-closed sets in the study of topological spaces. In the context
of topological spaces, this term is an extension of the classical notions of open

and closed sets. He presented some new spaces namely #Tb spaces, αT
#
b spaces,

T#
b spaces and T##

b spaces in the study of topological spaces and it has been

mentioned that these new spaces are the application of g#s closed set. This
break through intended to broaden our understanding of topological features
and functions beyond the traditional open and closed sets.

The soft set theory was thoroughly analysed by Maji et al. in the year 2003.
The basic definitions and operations of soft sets, such as soft set union, inter-
section, and complement have been introduced [9]. Shabir et al [10] initiated
an abstract idea of topology associated with soft sets in 2011. The creation of
a soft set topology enabled academics to investigate notions such as open and
closed soft sets, soft continuity, and other topological qualities that were tailored
to the particular traits of soft sets. This advancement laid the groundwork for
understanding the behaviour of soft sets in regard to one another, as well as their
interactions within a larger mathematical space. Kannan [11] made important
contributions to the field of mathematical analysis in 2012 by presenting novel
concepts that broadened the scope of soft set theory and soft topology. In par-
ticular, pioneered two concepts such as generalised closed soft sets and soft T 1

2

spaces. These ideas have since been ingrained in many branches of mathematics
and have found applications in a wide range of fields. Generalised closed soft sets
were introduced as a fresh technique to characterising sets in a more flexible and
adaptive manner. Rajendrakumar and V. Kaladevi [12] contributed significantly
to the field of soft topological spaces in 2016 by proposing the concept of “soft
g#s semi-closed sets.” This breakthrough added a new dimension to the study
of soft topological spaces, extending the theoretical framework and introducing
unique techniques for analysing various features of soft sets in soft topological
spaces.

The focus of this paper revolves around the concepts of soft g#s closed sets

and its applications and it has been introduced the soft #Tb space, soft T#
b

space, soft T##
b and soft αT

#
b space are the applications of soft g#s closed sets

and their properties were examined. The softαTb has been introduced here in
this paper, and it has been established that the new class say soft#Tb spaces
appropriately stands in between the classes of softαTb spaces and soft T 1

2
spaces.

2. Preliminaries
The soft space (Xu, τs, Ep) is termed as non-empty soft topological space

without separation axioms unless or otherwise mentioned.
The soft set (AX , EP )⊆(Xu, τs, EP ) is considered as a soft subset, throughout
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this article, the closure, interior and complement of the soft set (AX , EP ) are
respectively denoted by cl((AX , EP )), int((AX , EP )) and (AX , EP )

c.
As we will be using various terminology throughout this article, the definitions
below will help you recall, what we are talking about.

2.1. Definition [10]. Consider the set XU ̸= ϕ-the initial universe, the set
EP ̸= ϕ, the parameters set. Then the τs = soft open sets of XU is usually
known as a soft topology on XU if,

• ∅, (XU , EP ) are in τs
• The arbitrary ∪{soft open sets in τs} are in τs
• The finite ∩{soft open set in τs} are in τs

Then the soft space (Xu, τs, Ep) is known as a soft toplogical space over XU .
The complement of the members of τs are termed as soft closed sets over XU

2.2. Definition [13]. If (AX , Ep)⊆Cl (Int((AX , Ep))) then the soft subset
(AX , Ep) of (Xu, τs, Ep) is said to be soft semiopen and if Int (Cl ((AX , Ep)))
⊆(AX , Ep) then (AX , Ep) is called a soft semiclosed set of (Xu, τs, Ep) .

2.3. Definition [14]. If cl((AX , EP ))⊆ (HX , EP ) whenever (AX , EP )
⊆ (HX , EP ) and (HX , EP ) ⊆ (X,Ep) is soft open, then the soft subset
(AX , Ep)⊆ (Xu, τs, Ep) is known as a soft generalised closed set.

2.4. Definition [11]. If scl ((AX , EP ))⊆ (HX , EP ) whenever (AX , EP )
⊆ (HX , EP ) and (HX , EP ) ⊆ (X,Ep) is soft open in (X,Ep), then the soft
subset (AX , Ep) ⊆ (Xu, τs, Ep) is known as soft generalized semi-closed (soft
gs-closed).

2.5. Definition [15]. If (cl ((AX , EP ))⊆ (HX , EP ) whenever (AX , EP )
⊆ (HX , EP ) and (HX , EP ) ⊆ (X,Ep) is soft open then the soft subset
(AX , Ep)⊆ (Xu, τs, Ep) is known as soft α - generalized closed (soft α g-closed).

2.6. Definition [15]. If αcl ((AX , EP ))⊆ (HX , EP ) whenever (AX , EP )
⊆ (HX , EP ) and (HX , EP ) ⊆ (X,Ep) is softα open then the soft subset (AX , Ep)
of (Xu, τs, Ep) is known as soft generalized α-closed (soft gα-closed).

2.7. Definition [12]. If scl ((AX , EP ))⊆ (HX , EP ) whenever (AX , EP )
⊆ (HX , EP ) and (HX , EP ) ⊆ (X,Ep) is soft α g open then the soft subset

(AX , Ep) of (Xu, τs, Ep) is known as soft g#s closed.

2.8. Definition [16]. When all g-closed sets in (X, τ) are closed, the topolog-
ical space (X, τ) is known as a T1/2 space.

2.9. Definition [16]. When all gs-closed sets in (X, τ) are closed in (X, τ),
the topological space (X, τ) is known as a Tb space.

2.10. Definition [16]. When all α g-closed sets in (X, τ) are closed in (X, τ),
the topological space (X, τ) is known as an αTb space.
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2.11. Definition [11]. When all soft-g-closed sets in (Xu, τs, Ep) are soft-
closed, the soft topological space (Xu, τs, Ep) is known as soft T1/2 space.

3. Applications of soft g#s closed sets

This section explains, some brand-new classes of soft spaces say, soft αT
#
b

space, soft T#
b space, soft T##

b space, and soft #Tb spaces have been introduced
and their properties have been analyzed.

3.1. Definition. In (Xu, τs, Ep), if every soft gs closed in it is soft closed, then
(Xu, τs, Ep) is known as a soft Tb space.

Example 3.1: All Soft gs closed sets are soft closed.
Let X = c1, c2, c3, E = {e1, e2} , where X is the set of all cars available in a
showroom and in a parameter set E, e1 represents pertrol cars, e2 represents
CNG cars and the soft topology is
τs = {φ,Xs, (G1, Ep) , (G2, Ep) , (G3, Ep) , (G4, Ep) , (G5, Ep)} .

The soft open sets are :
(G1, Ep) = {(e1, {c1, c2}) , (e2, {c1})}
(G2, Ep) = {(e1, {c2}) , (e2, {c1})}
(G3, Ep) = {(e1, {c1}) , (e2, {c2})}
(G4, Ep) = {(e1, {c1, c2}) , (e2, {c1, c2})}
(G5, Ep) = {(e1, {c1}) , (e2, {ϕ})}

(Fx, Ep) = {(e1, {c3}) , (e2, {c3}) } is soft gs− closed.
Soft gs-closed : If scl ((Fx, Ep))⊆ (Ux, Ep) whenever (Fx, Ep)⊆ (Ux, Ep) and
(Ux, Ep) is soft open in (X,Ep)

Semi Closure: scl ((Fx, Ep)) = ∩
{
soft semi closed sets ⊇ (FX EP )

}
soft semi closed set: If int (cl ((Fx, Ep)))⊆ (Fx, Ep) then (Fx, Ep) is soft semi
closed.

Now, cl((Fx, Ep)) = ∩
{
soft semi closed sets ⊇ (FX EP )

}
= {(e1, {c3})} ,

(e2, {c3})=(F4, Ep)

Now, int(cl ((Fx, Ep))) = int ((F4, Ep)) = ∪
{
soft open sets ⊆ (F4, EP )

}
= ϕ

Thus int (cl ((Fx, Ep))) ⊆ (Fx, Ep) .
Therefore, (Fx, Ep) is soft semi closed.

Now, scl ((Fx, Ep)) = ∩{soft semi closed sets ⊇ (FX , EP )}
= {(e1, {c3}) , (e2, {c3}) } = (F4, Ep) Thus scl ((Fx, Ep)) =(F4, Ep).
Note that scl ((Fx, Ep)) ⊆ (X, EP ) , Whenever (Fx, Ep) ⊆ (X, EP ) and
(X, EP ) is soft open.
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Hence (Fx, Ep) is soft gs-closed.

Now, scl ((Fx, Ep)) = ∩
{
soft semi closed sets ⊇ (FX EP )

}
= {(e1, {c3}) , (e2, {c3}) } = (F4, Ep) Thus scl ((Fx, Ep)) =(F4, Ep).
Note that scl ((Fx, Ep))⊆ (X, EP ) ,Whenever (Fx, Ep)⊆ (X, EP ) and (X, EP )
is soft open.
Hence (Fx, Ep) is soft gs-closed.

Now, cl ((Fx, Ep)) = ∩
{
soft semi closed sets ⊇ (FX , EP )

}
= {(e1, {c3}) , (e2, {c3}) } = (F4, Ep) i.e., (Fx, Ep) = cl ((Fx, Ep)). Hence
(Fx, Ep) is soft closed.

3.2. Definition. In (Xu, τs, Ep), when all soft αg closed sets are soft-closed,
the soft space (Xu, τs, Ep) is called as a soft αTb space.

Example 3.2: Every soft αg closed sets are soft closed
Let us consider the soft set mentioned in Example 3.1. Now consider the soft
set (B,Ep) over X such that (B,Ep) = {(e1, {c3}), (e2, {c3})}.
soft α closed : If cl(int(cl((B,Ep))))⊆ (B,Ep) then (B,Ep) is soft α closed.

cl((B,Ep)) = ∩{soft closed sets ⊇ (B,Ep) } = {(e1, {c3}), (e2, {c3})} =
(F4, Ep)

Now, int(cl((B,Ep))) = int((F4, Ep)) = ∪{soft open sets ⊆ (F4, Ep)} = ϕ

Now, cl(int(cl((B,Ep)))) = cl(ϕ) = ∩{soft closed sets⊇ϕ} = {(e1, {c3}), (e2, {c3})}
= (F4, Ep) = (B,Ep)
ie., cl(int(cl((B,Ep))))⊆ (B,Ep).
Hence (B,Ep) is a soft α closed.

Given that, (B,Ep) = {(e1, {c3}), (e2, {c3})}.

If αcl((B, Ep))⊆ (HX , Ep), whenever (B, Ep)⊆ (HX , Ep) and (HX , Ep) is soft
open in (X, Ep).
Then (B, Ep) is said to be soft αg closed.

Now, αcl((B,Ep)) = ∩ {soft α closed sets⊇(B,Ep) }= {(e1, {c3}), (e2, {c3}) }
= (F4, Ep).

Thus αcl((B,Ep)) ⊆ (X,Ep), whenever (B,Ep) ⊆ (X,Ep) and (HX , Ep) is soft
open in (X,Ep).

Now, cl((B,Ep)) = ∩ {soft α closed sets ⊇(B,Ep) }
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= {(e1, {c3}), (e2, {c3}) } = (F4, Ep) = (B,Ep) i.e., (B,Ep) = cl((B,Ep)).
Hence (B,Ep) is soft closed.

3.3. Definition. When every soft g#s closed set of a soft topological space

(XU , τs, Ep) is soft closed, the soft space (XU , τs, Ep) is said to be a soft T#
b

space.

Remark 3.1. Let us consider the soft set given in example 3.1. Now consider
the soft set (AX , Ep) over X such that (AX , Ep) = {(e1, ϕ), (e2, {c2})}. Then
(AX , Ep) is neither soft closed nor soft α closed.

Given that (AX , Ep) = {(e1, ϕ), (e2, {c2})}
Soft closed: If (AX , Ep) = cl((AX , Ep)) then (AX , Ep) is soft closed.
Now, cl((AX , Ep)) = ∩ {soft closed sets ⊇ (AX , Ep)}
= {(e1, {c3}), (e2, {c2, c3}) } = (F1, Ep) ̸= (AX , Ep)
Therefore (AX , Ep) is not a soft closed.

Soft α closed sets:
If cl(int(cl((AX , Ep))))⊆ (AX , Ep) then (AX , Ep) is soft α closed.
Given that (AX , Ep) = {(e1, ϕ), (e2, {c2})}
cl((AX , Ep)) = ∩ {soft closed sets ⊇ (AX , Ep)}
= {(e1, {c3}), (e2, {c2, c3}) } = (F1, Ep)
Now, int(cl((AX , Ep))) = int((F1, Ep))
= ∪ {soft open sets ⊆ (F1, Ep) } = ϕ
cl(int(cl((AX , Ep)))) = cl(ϕ)
= ∩ {soft closed sets ⊇ϕ} = (F4, Ep)
i.e., cl(int(cl((AX , Ep)))) = (F4, Ep) ⊈ (AX , Ep)
Therefore, (AX , Ep) is not a soft α closed.
Hence (AX , Ep) is neither soft closed nor soft α closed.
Given that (AX , Ep) = {(e1, ϕ), (e2, {c2}) }
Soft semi-closed: If (AX , Ep)⊇ int(cl((AX , Ep))) then (AX , Ep) is called soft semi
closed.
Now, cl((AX , Ep)) = ∩ {soft closed sets ⊇ (AX , Ep) }
= {(e1, {c3}), (e2, {c2, c3}) } = (F1, Ep)

Now, int(cl((AX , Ep))) = int((F1, Ep)) = ∪{soft open sets ⊆(F1, Ep)} = ϕ
Thus (AX , Ep) ⊇ int(cl((AX , Ep))), Hence (AX , Ep) is soft semi-closed.

If cl(int(cl((B,Ep)))) ⊆ (B,Ep) then (B,Ep) is soft α closed. cl((B,Ep)) =
∩ {soft closed sets ⊇ (B,Ep) } = {(e1, {c3}), (e2, {c3})} = (F4, Ep)

Now, int(cl((B,Ep))) = int((F4, Ep))
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= ∪ {soft open sets ⊆ (F4, Ep)} = ϕ
Now, cl(int(cl((B,Ep)))) = cl(ϕ)
= ∩ {soft closed sets ⊇ϕ }
= {(e1, {c3}), (e2, {c3})} = (F4, Ep) = (B,Ep)
ie., cl(int(cl((B,Ep)))) ⊆ (B,Ep).
Hence (B,Ep) is soft α closed.

If αcl((B,Ep))⊆ (HX , Ep), whenever (B,Ep) ⊆ (HX , Ep) and (HX , Ep) is soft
open in (X,Ep).
Now, αcl((B,Ep)) = ∩ {soft α closed sets ⊇ (B,Ep) }
= {(e1, {c3}), (e2, {c3}) } = (F4, Ep)
Thus αcl((B,Ep))⊆ (X,Ep), whenever (B,Ep) ⊆ (X,Ep) and (X,Ep) is soft
open in (X,Ep).
Hence (B,Ep) is Soft αg-closed.
Therefore its complement (B,Ep)

c = {(e1, {c1, c2}), (e2, {c1, c2}) } = (G4, Ep)
is soft αg-open.

Given that (AX , Ep) = {(e1, ϕ), (e2, {c2})}
Now, scl((AX , Ep))⊆(G4, Ep) whenever (AX , Ep)⊆ (G4, Ep) and (G4, Ep) is soft
αg open in (X,Ep).
Hence (AX , Ep) soft g#s closed.

Theorem 3.1. In (XU , τs, Ep), every soft T1/2 space is a soft αT
#
b space, but

not the converse.

Proof. Consider a soft T1/2 space (XU , τs, Ep). Let us take (AX , Ep) be

a soft g#s closed set of (XU , τs, Ep). According to Theorem 3.4 of [12],
(AX , Ep) is a soft gs closed set. As it has been considered (XU , τs, Ep)
as a soft T1/2 space, every soft gs closed set must be a soft closed. Thus we
have the soft gs closed set (AX , Ep) is a soft closed. From the known fact we
can easily see that every soft closed sets are soft semi closed sets, according to

Remark 3.2 [17]. As a result (XU , τs, Ep) is a softαT
#
b space.

Conversely, assume that (XU , τs, Ep) is a soft αT
#
b space and (AX , Ep) is a

soft g#s closed in (X, Ep). According to Remark 3.1, we see that (AX , Ep)
is neither soft-closed nor soft α closed. But it is a soft g#s closed. Therefore
(XU , τs, Ep) will not be a soft T1/2 space.

□

Theorem 3.2. All the soft Tb spaces are a soft α T#
b spaces, but the converse

is not.

Proof. Let (AX , Ep) ⊆ (XU , τs, Ep) be a soft g#s closed subset of a soft
Tb space (XU , τs, Ep). Then (AX , Ep) must be a soft gs closed set, according
to theorem 3.4 [12]. As we have considered (XU , τs, Ep) is a soft Tb space,
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(AX , Ep) must be a soft closed. Already it has been proved that every soft
closed set is soft semi closed, by Remark 3.2 [17]. Thus we can easily see that

(AX , Ep) is soft semi closed. Hence the soft Tb space (XU , τs, Ep) is a soft αT
#
b

space.

Conversely, Assume that (XU , τs, Ep) is a soft αT
#
b space and (AX , Ep) is

soft g#s closed set of (XU , τs, Ep). The soft set (AX , Ep) as defined in Example
3.1, (AX , Ep) = {(e1, {ϕ}), (e2, {b})} is neither soft closed nor soft α closed and
hence not soft semi-closed. Therefore (AX , Ep) cannot be a soft Tb space. Hence

the soft αT
#
b space does not fit in a soft Tb space. □

Theorem 3.3. Every soft T#
b space is a soft αT

#
b space but does not hold the

converse.

Proof. Assume that (XU , τs, Ep) is a soft T#
b space and (AX , Ep) is a soft

g#s closed in (XU , τs, Ep). According to the definition 3.03 of soft T#
b space,

(AX , Ep) is a soft closed. Already it has been shown that all soft closed sets
are soft semi closed, by Remark 3.2 [17]. Therefore, every soft g#s closed set

(AX , Ep) is a soft semi closed. As a result (XU , τs, Ep) is a soft αT
#
b space.

Conversely, suppose that (XU , τs, Ep) is a soft αT
#
b space and (AX , Ep) is a

soft g#s closed in (XU , τs, Ep). Then (AX , Ep) is a soft semi closed. But by
Remark 3.1, it has been discovered that (AX , Ep) is not a soft closed. Hence

(XU , τs, Ep) is not a soft T#
b space. Thus all the soft αT

#
b spaces entirely

contains the class of soft T#
b spaces. □

Theorem 3.4. All the soft Tb spaces are soft T#
b spaces, but not the converse.

Proof. Assume that (XU , τs, Ep) is a soft Tb space and (AX , Ep) is a soft g#s
closed in (XU , τs, Ep). According to Theorem 3.01 [12], (AX , Ep) is a soft-gs-
closed set of (XU , τs, Ep). Since we have taken (XU , τs, Ep) as a soft Tb space,

(AX , Ep) is soft-closed. Hence (XU , τs, Ep) is soft T
#
b space.

Conversely, suppose that (XU , τs, Ep) is a soft T#
b space. Now, the soft space

(XU , τs, Ep) in Example 3.4 [12] is a soft T#
b space but not a soft Tb space.

Hence we conclude that the converse need not be true. □

Remark 3.2. Soft T#
b space is independent from soft αTb space and soft T1/2

space.

Proof. Let us take (AX , Ep) is a soft g#s closed set of the soft T#
b space

(XU , τs, Ep). Then (AX , Ep) is soft-closed. As per example 3.6 [12], (AX , Ep)
is not soft g-closed and hence (AX , Ep) is neither soft gα closed nor soft αg
closed in (XU , τs, Ep). Therefore, (XU , τs, Ep) is neither soft αTb space nor
soft T1/2 space. □

3.4. Definition. If every soft g#s closed set (AX , Ep) in (XU , τs, Ep) is a

soft α closed then (XU , τs, Ep) is called a soft T##
b space.
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Theorem 3.5. Every soft T#
b space (resp. soft Tb space) is a soft T##

b space,
but not the converse.

Proof. Let (AX , Ep) be a soft g#s closed set of a soft T#
b space (XU , τs, Ep).

Since (XU , τs, Ep) is a soft T#
b space, then (AX , Ep) is soft-closed. Since by

Remark 13 [18] , (AX , Ep) would be a soft α closed. Therefore (XU , τs, Ep) is

a soft T##
b space.

Let (XU , τs, Ep) be a soft Tb space and (AX , Ep) be a soft g#s closed set of
(XU , τs, Ep). Note that every soft g#s closed set is a soft gs-closed by theorem
3.4 [12]. So (AX , Ep) is a soft gs-closed. Since (XU , τs, Ep) is a soft Tb space,
(AX , Ep) is soft closed. By Remark 13 [18] , every soft closed is soft α closed.

Hence (AX , Ep) is a soft T##
b space. Therefore every soft Tb space is a soft

T##
b space.

Conversely suppose that (XU , τs, Ep) is a soft T##
b space and (AX , Ep) is a

soft g#s closed set of (XU , τs, Ep). Since (AX , Ep) is soft g#s closed, it is
soft α closed. According to Example 14 [18] , the soft α closed set is not a soft
closed. Hence (AX , Ep) is not a soft closed. Therefore (XU , τs, Ep) cannot be

a soft T#
b space. It is noted that from remark 3.1, the soft space (AX , Ep) is

soft g#s closed set of (XU , τs, Ep) but it is neither soft closed nor soft gs closed.

Therefore the soft space mentioned in Example 3.2 [12] is a soft T##
b space, but

not a soft T#
b space and a soft Tb space. Thus the class of soft T#

b spaces and

soft Tb spaces are perfectly contained in the class of soft T##
b spaces. □

Theorem 3.6. When (XU , τs, Ep) is a soft T##
b space, every singleton of

(X, Ep) becomes soft αg closed or soft αg open. But the converse does not hold.

Proof. Let (XU , τs, Ep) is a soft T##
b space. Assume that the soft singleton

{e1 , {x1}} in (X, Ep) is not a soft αg closed. So its complement is not soft
αg open. Therefore, (X, Ep) is the only soft αg open set containing (X, Ep)−
{e1 , {x1}}. Hence (X, Ep) − {e1 , {x1}} is soft g#s closed of (XU , τs, Ep).

Since (XU , τs, Ep) is a soft T##
b space, (X, Ep)−{e1 , {x1}} is soft αg closed or

equivalently {e1 , {x1}} is soft αg open. Example 3.03 [12] , supply the evidence
to prove that the converse part does not hold.

□

Definition 3.7. A soft space (XU , τs, Ep) is known as a soft #Tb space , when
all the soft-gs-closed sets are soft g#s closed in (XU , τs, Ep)

Theorem 3.8. All the soft T1/2 spaces are a soft #Tb space, but not the converse.

Proof. Let (AX , Ep) be a soft gs closed subset of the soft T1/2 space (XU , τs, Ep).
Since (XU , τs, Ep) is soft T1/2 space, (AX , Ep) is soft-semi-closed in (XU , τs, Ep).

Then by theorem 3.1 [12], (AX , Ep) is soft g
#s closed. Therefore (XU , τs, Ep)

is a soft #Tb space. Let (XU , τs, Ep) be a soft #Tb space and (AX , Ep) be

a soft-gs-closed set of (XU , τs, Ep). Since (XU , τs, Ep) is soft #Tb space,
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(AX , Ep) is soft g
#s closed. But the soft g#s closed sets are not soft gs closed,

Remark 3.1 [12]. Therefore (XU , τs, Ep) cannot be a soft T1/2 space. Hence
the converse is not true. □

Theorem 3.9. All the soft Tb spaces are soft #Tb spaces, but converse does not
hold.

Proof. Let (XU , τs, Ep) be a soft Tb space and (AX , Ep) be a soft-gs-closed

subset of (XU , τs, Ep). Now, what we have to prove is (AX , Ep) is a soft g#s
closed. Since (XU , τs, Ep) is a soft Tb space, (AX , Ep) is a soft closed. Then
by Remark 3.2 [18] , (AX , Ep) is a soft-semi closed. According to theorem 3.1
[12], each soft semi closed sets are soft g#s closed. Therefore (AX , Ep) is soft

g#s closed. Hence (XU , τs, Ep) is a soft #Tb space. Let (XU , τs, Ep) be a

soft #Tb space and (AX , Ep) be a soft-gs-closed subset of (XU , τs, Ep). Since

(XU , τs, Ep) is soft
#Tb space, (AX , Ep) is soft g

#s closed but not soft-closed

by Remark 3.1. Hence soft #Tb space is not a soft Tb space. □

Theorem 3.10. A soft space (XU , τs, Ep) is a soft Tb space if and only if

(XU , τs, Ep) is soft T#
b space and soft #Tb space.

Proof. Assume that (XU , τs, Ep) is a soft Tb space. Then by theorem 3.04,

(XU , τs, Ep) is a soft T#
b space and also by theorem 3.08, (XU , τs, Ep) is a

soft #Tb space.

Conversely assume that (XU , τs, Ep) is both soft T#
b space and soft #Tb space.

Let (AX , Ep) be a soft-gs-closed set of (XU , τs, Ep). Since (XU , τs, Ep) is
soft #Tb space, then (AX , Ep) is a soft g#s closed in (XU , τs, Ep). Also it has

been assumed that (XU , τs, Ep) is a soft T#
b space, then (AX , Ep) would be a

soft-closed set in (XU , τs, Ep). Hence (XU , τs, Ep) is a soft Tb space. □

Theorem 3.11. A soft space (XU , τs, Ep) is a soft T1/2 space if and only if it

is soft #Tb space and soft αT
#
b space.

Proof. By theorems 3.07 and 3.01 a soft T1/2 space is soft #Tb space and soft

αT
#
b space.

Conversely suppose that (XU , τs, Ep) is both soft #Tb space and soft αT
#
b

space. Let (AX , Ep) be a soft-gs-closed set of (XU , τs, Ep). Since (XU , τs, Ep)
is soft #Tb space, then (AX , Ep) is a soft g#s closed set of (XU , τs, Ep). Also

it has been assumed that (XU , τs, Ep) is a soft αT
#
b space, so (AX , Ep) is soft

semi closed in (XU , τs, Ep). Hence (XU , τs, Ep) is a soft T1/2 space.
□

4. Conclusion

This research contributes to the field of soft spaces by offering a compre-
hensive characterization of four novel types, shedding light on their distinctive
traits, and suggesting properties that encapsulate their essential qualities. These
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findings have the potential to guide future developments and applications of soft
spaces across various domains, fostering innovation and adaptability in dynamic
environments. From this investigation we conclude the following:

• The soft T1/2 spaces are entirely contained in the softαT
#
b space

classes.
• The soft Tb spaces are always a soft αT

#
b spaces.

• The soft T#
b space is properly contained in the soft αT

#
b space classes.

• The soft T#
b spaces are appropriately containing the soft Tb space

classes.
• The soft T#

b spaces and soft Tb spaces perfectly contained in the

soft T##
b space classes.

• The soft #Tb spaces exactly contain the soft T1/2 space classes.
• The soft Tb spaces and the soft αTb spaces are properly contained
in the soft #Tb space classes.
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